Managing Biosafety

Leading provider of UVC equipment solutions
against Bacteria, Virus, Mould and Odour

About UV Safe Ltd
UV Safe is a leading provider of UV biosafety disinfection and
air purification equipment to the food industry.
Established in 2016 UV Safe Ltd innovated the
idea of waterless Knife and tool sterilisation.
®
The Sterimiser is now recognized as a both
a highly effective and a low carbon footprint
style of implement disinfection.
Given our extensive research and critical
attention to customer feedback, our products
are now successfully deployed around the
globe. We cater for a variety of industries
spanning food production to waste recycling.
Our Mission

Our management have considerable years of
relevant industry experience. We understand
that maintaining low levels of pathogens is
crucial for the health of your business.

UV Safe are focused on providing high
quality, high performance, cost effective
and environmentally friendly products.
With a portfolio of solutions for both air
AND surface sterilisation our products
can address BIOSAFETY across all
industries. For example in the meat
industry our units guarantee 99%
reduction in costs and up to 80 x less
CO2 than hot water sterilisers.

Why Ultraviolet?
Ultraviolet light disrupts and disarms the
DNA that bonds pathogens (Viral and
Bacterial). Hospitals have used UV light
as a cleansing tool for decades in decontaminating internal spaces.

This technology is now accessible to you!

Our goal is to provide both a cleaner and
safer environment. You should benefit
from considerable energy cost savings
and at the same time reduce your
ongoing HVAC maintenance outlay.
With Access to the latest technical and
regulatory expertise and a reputation for
exceptional customer care, you can rely
on us to manage your project from initial
consultation through commission and
beyond.
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Case study
Everest Dairies
Everest is a traditional company well known for its quality and
innovation. They are a family run company and established
since 1997. They are now proudly part of Vibrant Foods Ltd.
However, the tradition of making dairy products has been with
them for many generations, and their Paneer product has
been perfected over time.
Everest insist on using only the freshest Red Tractor approved
UK sourced milk from a dedicated network of farms. The
result is a lovingly crafted Paneer used to create the most
exquisite dishes.
Everest Paneer can be found in most independent grocery
outlets and major supermarkets throughout the UK and
beyond.
Everest take hygiene and food safety seriously. They were
evaluating possible technology solutions to replace their
ageing air filter system. This was showing signs of corrosion
and the electrostatic filters were reaching the end of life.
They approached us at UV Safe Ltd for the best cutting edge
UV system available. We supplied the Airsteril Ultimate SA
units to the high care production and packing areas.
The results
The AIRsteril units proved to be extremely effective in
maintaining low levels of surface and microbial contamination.
Manufactured in stainless steel with glass safe barrier, this
was a significant improvement on the previous installation.
This highlighted their ongoing commitment to food safety.
Because AirSteril works 24 hours a day and is constantly
killing both airborne and surface bacteria without any
requirement for breaks in production, Everest were able to go
forward with confidence.
The UV Safe technology has been endorsed 100% by the
Everest Dairies technical team and directors.
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Food Industry
As market leaders UV Safe manufacture and promote a range of
products for air, surface and equipment disinfection for areas including food production, maturation, storage and transportation

The food industry face many challenges, these include:



The demand of increased freshness and longer shelf life of product
Reduction in microbiological contamination, these include health
threats from salmonella, E coli, Campylobacter, Listeria Etc.



Improved product quality and reduced customer complaints



Improved production and logistical efficiencies



HACCP compliance



Reduced wastage



Meeting carbon reduction programmes
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UVC Steriliser Cassette
In order to be a top performing food supplier it is essential to maintain
low levels of bacteria on both food contact surfaces and throughout the
environment. Traditional cleaning and disinfection requires a pause in
production whereas the Sterimiser MT50C can be used continuously and
safely, reducing bacteria.
The Sterimiser® MT50C can be
installed in any orientation effectively
disinfecting the top or bottom of
conveyors as well as side-on for
overhead rail systems. MT50 can be
used in all environments from
ambient and chilled to frozen. The
germicidal ultraviolet light (254mm) is
contained within a sealed chamber so
there is neither risk to personnel nor
the environment.
Built specifically for the food
industry we have made sure that the
MT50C is robust and proven for any
type of environment, with each glass
lamp protected and encased by FEP
shatterproof material.

In just a few seconds the MT50C
delivers a sufficient UVC dose that it
can achieve a 99% kill on surface
bacteria.

Benefits


Kills bacteria in seconds



No pause in production



Perfect for chilled areas



IP67 waterproof, Glass safe



Belt or chain conveyors



Conveyor line hooks



99% cheaper to operate than hot water
sterilisers



30 watts consumption



9000hrs+ between servicing





Carbon friendly up to 80 times less CO2
than water units
GRANT FUNDING POSSIBLE

Annual service recommended
All Sterimiser® units are interchangeable and upgradeable.
*2 year warranty T&C’s apply
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Shatterproof
FEP

Waterproof and simple to
service

Cassette system
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Sterimiser 3S
The Sterimiser® 3S is cool to the
touch, generates no steam and can be
used in all environments from ambient
and chilled to frozen, as there is no hot
water it’s even portable. The germicidal
ultra violet light (254nm) is contained
within a sealed chamber so there is no
risk to personnel or the environment.
Constructed specifically for the meat
industry the unit is robust, waterproof
and all parts are cassettes. Therefore,
servicing is quick and easy. At only 30
watts consumption is has a low carbon
footprint. A bright light lens instantly
informs QA staff that the unit is
functioning.

Benefits

The Sterimiser 3S is the smallest model
and has 3 slots 100mm wide that will
accommodate up to 9 boning knives or
a mixture of knives and oval steels up
to 12" long.
Pre rinsing is required.
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Kills bacteria in as little as 10 seconds



No water required



Perfect for chilled areas



Prevents scalds



No steam



99% less cost to operate than hot
water sterilisers



Demonstrates best practice to
customers and improve image



30 watts consumption



9000hrs between servicing



Carbon friendly up to 80 times less
CO2 than water units



GRANT FUNDING MAY BE AVAILABLE

“Since switching to UV our
condensation issue has gone and the
cost savings are significant.”
Anna Davis, Technical Manager
Cherryfield of Croydon.
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Sterimiser 3S-C
The Sterimiser 3SC is similar to the
3S however it has a 120mm wide
end slot to accommodate a chopper,
as well as the knives and sharpening
steels.
All Sterimiser units can be supplied
or retrofitted with programmable
spray option.
Build specifically for butchers the
unit is robust and waterproof.
All parts are modular so servicing is
quick and easy. At only 30 watts
consumption

Benefits
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Kills bacteria in as little as 10
seconds



No water required



Perfect for chilled areas



Does not get hot



No steam



99% cheaper to operate than hot
water sterilisers



Demonstrates best practice to
customers and improve image



30 watts consumption



9000hrs between servicing



Carbon friendly up to 80 times less
CO2 than water units



GRANT FUNDING MAY BE AVAILABLE

“Sterimiser is the best innovation I’ve seen
in years and will save food businesses a
fortune. The water savings alone make it
attractive. But add the carbon savings too
it wasn’t really a question of if, but when
we switched over”
Jack Griffin
Technical Manager
Select Meats
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Knife Steriliser DVS
The first knife rinse steriliser with programmable rinse cycle
and downloadable usage data.
Our DVS (Data Valve System) unit
has added features which use
infrared technology and hands free
operation with advanced data
capture to monitor every
disinfection cycle. This data is
unique to each unit and
downloadable wirelessly in CVS
format to any computer via hand
held programmer.
(Available separately).

This data can be used to calculate
water usage and to prove the unit
is being used.

Features & Benefits













Rinses and sterilises
Kills bacteria in seconds
Ensures best practice every time
No steam, no heat, no burn risk
Perfect for chilled environments
Plastic edging so no risk of blunting knifes
Low maintenance
Programmable and data capture
Meets EU/FSA regulation
Low carbon grants may be accessible
30 second servicing
Programmable Listeria flush

Annual service recommended
All Sterimiser® units are interchangeable and upgradeable.
*2 year warranty T&C’s apply
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"We're very happy with using UV-safe's
sterilisers. They have significantly reduced
our energy and water consumption and
reduced the maintenance checks and jobs
required when electric elements needed
replacing. A side benefit is that it's reduced
condensation in the area and improved H&S
where operatives used to be working close
to the hot water sterilisers. We're very
happy to recommend them to anyone in
the industry."
Rizvan Khalid
Managing Director
Euro Quality Lamb
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Tool Sterilisers

(T40)

The most economical knife steriliser available that can
quickly and effectively treat both the knife handle and
the blade on a production line.
T40 Batch Steriliser—Designed to
allow 40+ knives, tools etc to be
sterilised at the same time in
batches, it is perfectly suited for
boning halls and cutting plants
where many operatives work.
Optional locking cages secure
individuals knives steels and gloves.
A simple ABC system ensures that
operators can quickly identify their
own knives.
Benefits


Can hold 40+ knives and steels at a
time



Kills Bacteria in 15 minutes



No water required



Perfect for chilled areas



Does not get hot



No steam



99% cheaper to operate than hot
water sterilisers



30 watts consumption



9000hrs between servicing



Carbon friendly up to 80 times less
CO2 than water

Annual service recommended
All Sterimiser® units are interchangeable and upgradeable.
*2 year warranty T&C’s apply
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“The T40 Steriliser has been a great
purchase for us. Knife sterility is
guaranteed and the unit is simple to
use, easy to clean and the running
costs are minimal compared to our
old hot water steriliser. The follow up
and maintenance service provided by
UV-Safe is excellent”
John Diwell-Technical Manager
Pioneer Foodservice
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Tool Sterilisers

(T20)

The most economical knife steriliser available that can
quickly and effectively treat both the knife handle and
the blade on a production line.
T20 Cabinet Steriliser—Designed to
allow 20+ knives, tools etc to be
sterilised at the same time in
batches, it is perfectly suited for
boning halls and cutting plants
where many operatives work in
shifts
Overnight locking secure individuals
knives steels and gloves.
Robust and secure.
IP67 waterproof

Benefits




Kills Bacteria in 15+ minutes



No water required



Perfect for chilled areas



Does not get hot



No steam
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Can hold 20+ knives and steels at a
time

99% cheaper to operate than hot
water sterilisers



15 watts consumption



9000hrs between servicing



Carbon friendly

“The T40 Steriliser has been a great
purchase for us. Knife sterility is
guaranteed and the unit is simple to
use, easy to clean and the running
costs are minimal compared to our
old hot water steriliser. The follow up
and maintenance service provided by
UV-Safe is excellent”
John Diwell-Technical Manager
Pioneer Foodservice

Annual service recommended
All Sterimiser® units are interchangeable and upgradeable.
*2 year warranty T&C’s apply
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T7D

(Toolchest Roll Cabinet)

Designed to allow engineers access to disinfection tools
and machine spares in situ.
The Sterimiser T7D is a 7 drawer locking
toolchest with smooth glide draw
runners, designed for the surface
disinfection of hand tools and equipment
such as spanners, screwdrivers,
measuring instruments and essential
spares.
Built primarily for the food industry the
unit is manufactured from medical grade
316 stainless steel, it is waterproof and
glass safe and all parts are easily
accessible for servicing. Utilising
specialist disinfection lamps at the
optimum UVC waveband ensures fast and
effective disinfection. At only 30 watts
consumption it is cost effective and has
low carbon footprint.
No UVC is visible when the unit is closed
and the unit switches off when in the
open position for safety*.

Benefits










Kills bacteria/viruses continuously
No water required
Perfect for chilled areas
Does not get hot
No steam
Demonstrate best practice to
customers
30 watts consumption
9000hrs between servicing

Annual service recommended
All Sterimiser® units are interchangeable and upgradeable.
*2 year warranty T&C’s apply
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“We bought the Sterimiser Toolchest to
allow our engineers access to disinfected
tools and essential spares in high care
areas without having to go back to the
workshop, it has saved a lot of man
hours”
RD- Engineering Manager

*UV Light shown on for display only
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Recent AIRsteril successes
Selected for all new SCAS Ambulances
We are proud that our units were selected for all new Ambulances since 2019 by
South Central Ambulance Service. Before committing to AIRsteril SCAS tested
several alternative options, performing long standing comparison trials in multiple
Ambulance and PTS vehicles.
EOC’s (Emergency Operation Centres)
South Central and East of England Ambulance Services were both able to
demonstrate a minimum of 42% reduction in absenteeism in their EOC’s
(Emergency Operation Centres) once our products were installed, let us know if
you’d like a copy of the independent report by Phil Convery, Infection Control
lead.
Large Room laboratory Testing
Our recent testing in Germany highlighted how quickly we eliminated airborne
germs (COVID19 Surrogate) in even a large 75m3 area as below: “immediate
99% (2 log) reduction in viral loading upon exposure to AIRsteril-treated
air, which increased to > 99.99% (4.9 log) reduction within 10 minutes” Dr. D Webber. This added to the wealth of AIRsteril technology testing which dates
back to 2009, full reports available for all.

Selected by SAGE
SAGE (scientific advisory group for emergencies) recently selected AIRsteril
products for the governments mobile laboratories. Following a long consultation
process our products were recommended by both Professor Anthony Fisher (MBE
MD PhD Consultant Clinical Scientist and Trust Lead scientist) and Mr Darren Magee
(Head of Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering, Medical Device Safety Officer
MDSO, AP Decontamination Epsom & St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust), for
governments mobile laboratories.
Endoscopy Disinfection Unit - Epsom & St Helier University Hospitals NHS
Trust

Air quality problem identified due to Peracetic acid (used as disinfectant for the
endoscopes). This creates an unpleasant vapour which causes discomfort (irritating
to the eyes, mucous membranes of the respiratory tract, and skin in humans after
exposure to concentrations as low as 15.6 mg peracetic acid/m3 (5 parts per
million) for only 3 min. After only a few hours with AIRsteril devices in use,
the air quality in the Endoscopy Disinfection Units improved significantly,
operators expressed satisfaction at experiencing a feeling of clean fresh air, no eye
or breathing irritation, no headaches, altogether a nicer place to work.
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How It Works
There are several types of UV light. UV-A and UV-B occur
naturally from the sun’s ray, but technology in our units
generates UV-C light. UVC is also known as ultraviolet
germicidal irradiation (UVGI)

H14 HEPA filters are
tested individually and
have at least 99.995%
filtration efficiency for
0.1–0.2 μm particles in
a single pass against
BS3928 NaCl

Germicidal Irradiation
by dual UV light kills
microorganisms by
disrupting their DNA
and removing their
reproductive
capabilities

Interaction of the optimum
waveband UV with the
TiO2 catalyst both
creates and breaks down
oxygen molecules,
transforming oxygen into
highly reactive species
which leave the unit as
“plasma quatro”.

UV reacts with a
catalyst to form highly
reactive but short-lived
oxidising Hydroxyl
Radicals (OH) which
break down compounds
(VOCs)

The negatively charged
superoxide ions charge
airborne contaminates,
causing them to cluster
together and fall from the
air as they become too
heavy, aiding all other
processes.
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Air Silent
Health and comfort can be seriously affected by poor quality air
in enclosed spaces
Air Silent units are completely safe for
use in an area of continuous occupation
such as care home bedrooms where
poor ventilation, incontinence and
medical conditions create bacteria. In
many cases even regular cleaning and
disinfecting are simply not enough.
Scented devices only mask odours, not
eliminate them. Unless medicated they
won’t kill airborne and surface microbial
activity either.
AIRsteril gets to the root cause of the
problem by controlling bacteria,
viruses and mould, clearing allergens to
improve the air quality.
Unpleasant odours are also eliminated
creating a more pleasant environment
for all.

BENEFITS OF USING AIRSTERIL


Perfect for use in


Residential care home



Hospital bedrooms



Waiting rooms



Consulting rooms



Dentist decontamination rooms
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Clear embarrassing odours and
eliminate masking agents
Control bacteria and viruses in the air
and on all exposed surfaces
Improve infection control and hygiene
standards
Reduce absenteeism and labour costs
Extend the life of carpets and soft
furnishings
Improve the care home image and
increase occupancy rates

Areas Up To

10m2

20m2

Medium odour levels & Infection control

AS10

AS20

High odour levels & infection control

AS10X

AS20X
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Multiflex Range
LIFTS HYGIENE STANDARDS TO A LEVEL IMPOSSIBLE WITH TRADITIONAL
CLEANING ALONE
Remove odours, control infection &
improve hygiene


Reduced harmful viruses



Circulates fresh clean air



Breaks down unwanted bacteria



Attacks odours at their source



Makes every room odour free



Maintains sanitises surfaces



Stops mould growth



Clears smelly compounds in the air
24/7

HYGIENE ISSUES
Perfect For Use In


Changing Rooms



Gymnasiums,



Offices





Kitchen and food preparation
areas
Care Homes - lounges, corridors,
receptions







Airborne microorganisms create
offensive odours, spread infections and
compromise hygiene standards. Bacteria
breed so quickly they cannot be cleared
with traditional cleaning. The Multiflex
range is completely safe for use in areas
of continuous occupation.
Fan operation distributes cleaning
plasma
Annual lamp change maintains
performance



Waiting Rooms



Nurseries



Waste, bin compacting and
loading bay areas



Wall or ceiling mountable



Plug in or quickly wired into fused spur.
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Robust vandal resistant Aluminium
casing

“Everyone is very impressed; they
certainly create the right impression
and are functioning perfectly. Thank
you very much for your initial professional advice, speedy delivery, and
continued support. We would have
no hesitation recommending the air
purifiers or yourselves as a company. We are very impressed."
Ashley Butler
Family Dental Clinic
Chichester.

Area Size

20m2

60m2

80m2

Odour & infection control

MF20 MF40 MF60

MF80
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40m2

Washroom Range (Thermal)
Eliminate odours and improve washroom hygiene
WASHROOM ISSUES
In washrooms, odours and infections are
created by bacteria, viruses, mould,
fungi and volatile organic compounds in
the air and on all exposed surfaces.
Fragrances or masking agents do
nothing towards hygiene and the health
risks remain. Cleaning and disinfecting
alone are only a partial solution and
cannot stop ongoing surface
contamination.
Poor cleaning practices can make the
problem worse, as contaminated mops
or cloths distribute bacteria. In eight
hours a single bacteria cell can multiply
into over eight million, meaning odours
prevail and health risks increase.
AIRsteril kills both surface and airborne
bacteria and viruses. Its efficacy was
certified by the UK Health Protection
Agency* laboratories in 2009.

Surface To Air,
AirSteril Takes Care

(* later to become Public Health England).

Washrooms are a primary source of
infections including: salmonella, E.coli,
rhinovirus, norovirus, influenza,
pneumonia, hepatitis A, hepatitis E and
clostridium difficile.




Odour and Infection control

Circulates fresh clean air by
THERMAL convection



Breaks down unwanted bacteria



Attacks odours at their source





Office Washrooms



Factory Washrooms



Accessible Washrooms



Baby Change Facilities





Sluice Rooms
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Reduces harmful viruses

Removes unhealthy microbes from
the air
Provides a “fresh air” experience
Maintains sanitized surfaces
Stops mould and fungi growth
Clears odorous compounds in the air
24/7

Areas Up To

10m2

20m2

30m2

Low/Medium footfall wash- WT10
rooms

WT20

WT30
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Washroom Complete Range
Eliminate Odours and Improve Washroom Hygiene
Designed to have the highest odour and
micro-organism control capabilities of any
AIRsteril product in a washroom
environment, with the lowest possible
power consumption.
The vandal resistant Washroom Complete
range has the flexibility to offer protection
for facilities of all sizes.
In washrooms, odours and infections are
created by bacteria, viruses, mould, fungi
and volatile organic compounds in the air
and on all exposed surfaces.
Fragrances or masking agents do nothing
towards hygiene and the health risks
remain. Cleaning and disinfecting alone
are only a partial solution and cannot stop
ongoing surface contamination. AIRsteril
kills both surface and airborne bacteria
and viruses. Its efficacy was certified to
do this by the Health Protection Agency.

Perfect use for

GUARANTEED ODOUR
ERADICATION & INFECTION
CONTROL


Reduces harmful viruses



Circulates fresh clean air



Public Washrooms



Breaks down unwanted bacteria



High Footfall Washrooms



Attacks odours at their source



Commercial Washrooms





Provides a “fresh air” experience



Maintains sanitized surfaces



Stops mould and fungi growth
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Removes unhealthy microbes from
the air

Clears odorous compounds in the air
24/7

Areas Up To

10m2

20M2 30M2

40M2

High footfall washroom up to 1,000 visits a day

WC10

WC20 WC30

WC30X

Extreme footfall washroom up to 10,000 visits a day

WC20

WC30 WC30X

WC40X
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Vehicle
ODOUR CONTROL ON THE MOVE, LIFTING VEHICLE HYGIENE
TO A NEW LEVEL
VEHICLE ISSUES

Working vehicles have much to cope with.
The same vehicle may be used for a
variety of consignments, creating possible
issues with cross contamination. With
busy schedules and quick turnaround,
time allotted for vehicle downtime deep
cleansing is invariably tight.
AirSteril uses specialist technique proven
to target microorganisms.
Odour control is equally important.
Unpleasant odours can easily transfer to
product.
BENEFITS

Designed for food delivery vehicles

Robust vandal resistant Aluminium
casing

Horizontal or vertical mounting

Vibration absorbing mounting plate

Guaranteed odour control

12 or 24 volt power options available

ODOUR AND INFECTION CONTROL
IN VEHICLES







Laundry - Stops dirty laundry
impacting on freshly laundered items
Multi-use - Prevent lingering odours
from product
Food - Maintain sanitised
environment to prevent bacteria
growth
Medical supply - Maintain sterility
levels in transported goods
Professional Movers - Meet every
client with a clean, fresh vehicle

MAINTAIN A HEALTHY CLEAN
SANITISED VEHICLE
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Prevents cross-contamination
between surfaces
Lifts hygiene levels
Removes embarrassing odours by
treating the root cause
Targets bacteria and viruses in the air
and on surfaces
Destroys mould and fungi
Eliminates need for masking agents
Provides fresh clean air
Sanitises all exposed surfaces
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Multipurpose Range
Purify air quickly in unoccupied areas
Contamination Issues
Unpleasant lingering odours can leave some
rooms unusable or create a negative
impression which affects your company
image.
Other contamination issues such as a
person with a respiratory infection can
mean fast mobile disinfection is required.
Traditional cleaning and disinfecting will not
always eliminate the problem. Even simple
odours from food or smoke and pathogens
from illness can remain in an area for days
if untreated.
The AIRsteril MP100 offers a portable rapid
return to a clean fresh smelling room free
from bacteria and virus.

Remove odours, control infection &
improve hygiene

Benefits of using AIRsteril MP100
Rapidly clear odours from smoke, food,
illness, incontinence, damp and mould

› Perfect for a wide variety of unoccupied
areas
› Hotels – bedrooms, conference rooms



Reduces harmful viruses



Breaks down unwanted bacteria



Quickly clears odours



Deodorises fabrics and furnishings



Stops mould and fungi growth

› Offices - meeting rooms, break room,
cafeteria



› Healthcare – communal areas,
smoking rooms



› Gyms – studios, changing areas,
washrooms
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No chemical residue or moisture after
treatment. Dry air technology.
Area can be put back to full use within
minutes
Low maintenance, clean and lamp
change once a year
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Mega Thermal
The solutions for embarrassing waste storage odours,
AIRsteril targets the odour source
Odour Issues

Remove Odours, Control Infection and
Improve Hygiene

Environmental Protection legislation
makes it an offence to manage waste
in a manner likely to cause harm to
human health or the environment. This
includes offence to the senses.
Businesses that have onsite facilities to
manage their waste are all subject to
odour control regulations.



The benefits of the Mega Thermal MT75

Stops odours at their source

Reduces harmful viruses

Masking odours with pungent
fragrances are limited if not ineffectual.
In just 8 hours one bacteria can
multiply to over 8 million. Left
uncontrolled this magnifies the odour
issues.



The combination of bacteria, waste
odours, rotting matter and fragrances
can be quite unpleasant.










Persistent extreme odour areas
Waste processing areas
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Works in the toughest
environments




Lamp change once a year



Above large waste compactors
In large bin store rooms

Breaks down unwanted bacteria
Stops Mould and fungi growth

No chemical residue or moisture
after treatment
Reduces customer complaints
Lifts visitors perception of
cleanliness
Low maintenance



Perfect for use


Areas up to 120m3

Mega Thermal MT75
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Ultimate Range (Small Area)
Food Production small areas
How The Ultimate Achieve Results

Odour and Infection
In:

AIRsteril utilise indirect UV-C enclosed
within a chamber so there is no risk to
personnel or the environment.
The Ultimate SA is the smaller version of
the larger Ultimate 4 and allows the
control of bacteria and VOCs more
effectively than ever before. All of this is
achieved with low energy consumption,
only 85 watts.

The custom designed baffle system
ensures that contaminated air processed
through the unit achieves optimum dwell
time in the purifying chamber. As the
processed air leaves the unit it becomes
an efficient cleaning agent, targeting
pathogens in the air and on surfaces,
reaching areas where traditional
disinfection is not possible.
The AIRsteril Ultimate unit output can be
adjusted as required for room volume and
usage, to control harmful bacteria and
viruses both in the air and on all exposed
surfaces 24 hours a day, 365 day of the
year. A single Ultimate unit can cover
areas up to 110m3.
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Food processing



Food chillers



Boning Halls



Cold Storage



Maturation chillers

Control

Airborne Surface Bacteria
Testing demonstrates AIRsteril
technology can have a beneficial
effect on spoilage bacteria on food
throughout the food chain. Our
technology is effective on airborne
and surface bacteria and is safe to
use in occupied areas.

“We recognise that traditional cleaning
and disinfection can often be
compromised by human fallibility. With
AirSteril we have proven that science can
provide us with a ‘belt and braces’
approach in addition to our existing best
available techniques. Since installing
AIRsteril, our bacterial TVC test results
are now consistently excellent, and we
are committed to keeping it that way”.
Anna Bukowy Technical Manager The
Ethical Butcher.

Areas Up To

110m3

Food processing, maturation chillers etc

ULTSA
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Ultimate 4
Maintain best practice throughout the food chain
HOW THE ULTIMATE ACHIEVES
RESULTS
AIRsteril utilises indirect UV-C light
enclosed within a chamber. There is no
risk to personnel or the environment.
The Ultimate 4 allows the control of
bacteria, virus & moulds more
effectively than ever before.
All of this is achieved with low energy
consumption at only 85 watts. The
custom designed baffle system ensures
that contaminated air processed
through the unit achieves optimum
dwell time in the purifying chamber.
As the processed air leaves the unit it
becomes an efficient cleansing agent
that targets pathogens in both air and
surfaces. This reaches areas where
traditional disinfection is not possible.

ODOUR AND INFECTION
CONTROL IN

The AIRsteril Ultimate unit output can
be adjusted as required for room
volume and usage, to control airborne
and surface pathogens on all exposed
surfaces 24 hours a day, 365 day of the
year.
A single Ultimate unit can cover
areas up to 440m3.
Listeria

•

Viruses

•

Bacteria

•

Moulds

Food processing



Food chillers



Boning Halls

AIRBORNE SURFACE BACTERIA
Microbial testing demonstrates AIRsteril
technology can have a beneficial effect
on controlling spoilage bacteria on food
throughout the food chain.

Effective against:
•



Our technology is effective on airborne
and surface bacteria and is safe to use
in occupied areas.
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We were able to switch from
problematic chemical fogging
which required a complete plant
shutdown over to AIRsteril, due
to the massive reductions in the
TVC’s we were able to scale
back the swab testing with
confidence which also saved
money.”
Gary Luff
Stephen’s Fresh Foods
Production Manager

Areas Up To

110m3

220m3 330m3

440m3

Food processing, food chillers and
boning halls

ULT1

ULT2

UL4
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ULT3

Sentinel
Food production—large areas
Traditional cleaning and disinfection cannot reach and kill bacteria effectively, large
areas such as exhibitions and busy production lines present greater challenges for
cross contamination.
Bacteria and virus can be highly transmissible and they present a constant
challenge*, some cleaning does more to spread contamination than control it.

HOW THE SENTINEL ACHIEVES RESULTS
4 stage process






Air passes through a high capacity H14 HEPA filter removing 99.995% of
particles
Air enters the first UVC reaction chamber where UV destroys airborne microbes
with high intensity UV light rays
Air enters the second reaction chamber where any remaining pathogens are
destroyed and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are subject to extreme
photo catalytic oxidation (PCO) when passing the specialist Ti02 catalytic
honeycomb.
Negatively charged superoxide ions leave the unit and charge airborne
particles, causing them to cluster together and become easier to filter.

HEPA 14 is the filter commonly used in environments that are particularly sensitive
to airborne particles, e.g. healthcare environments and laboratories.
All HEPA 14 filters are tested individually and have at least 99.995% filtration
efficiency for 0.1–0.2 μm particles in a single pass.
The influenza B virus is estimated to be about 0.12 μm and the new coronavirus at
most, 0.16 μm. They may for some time be encapsulated in the droplets (about 10
μm) that spread in the air when we cough and sneeze as well as in the aerosols
(about 1 μm) in our exhaled air. A single breath can contain anywhere from 1,000
up to 50,000 microdroplets.
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Air changes

1 pass

2 cycles

3 cycles

4 cycles

example

Production

Large venue

Very High
risk

Medical /
laboratory

Area coverage

1000m3

500m3

333m3

250m3
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Polycarbonate
Silent
Guardian—Portable
Screens
Not just bug proof - also shatter proof
Applications - Warehouse, Factory, Gym, School,
When we
were first asked
to supply
Station,
Ambulance,
Hospital,
etc. a
solution for partition screens it wasn't
• enough
200w—600W
UVC simply
mobile halted
steriliser,
that a screen
pathogens. It had to be built with food
broad spectrum antibacterial.
safety in mind too.
•
Portable bracket/modules extend the
That meant it had to be;
sterilisation range.
•

•

•
•

•

Shatterproof. We use the same
Suitcase design. easy to operate, transport
material as police riot shields.
& store.

•

Stainless steel
Duration Controller,

•

Captive metal fixings
Alarm & Sensor integrated

•

Portable

The screen
be deployed
between
It can
is necessary
to protect
our
personnel public
on a production
line
or
transport system,
vertically and
horizontally
between
effectively, efficiently
and
workstations.
sustainably without introducing
more
chemicals
into
The screen
has harmful
been used
as a wind
thefresco
ecosystem.
barrier in al
settings as it will
not fracture
if UVC
knocked
Our
LED down.
vehicle
germicidal
unit was
purpose
Retail butchers
are typical
users
in
built
to
be
effective,
quickly
internal settings.
disinfecting without causing
damage to interiors or
electronics over sustained
periods of time.
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Mobile UVC LED germicidal lights are ideal for use as a compliment to regular cleaning service.
Quick turnaround with no downtime is essential to most environments.

Our robust solid state UVC LED units contain no harmful mercury vapour which makes them
ideal for quick robust mobile disinfection by cleaning staff.
Each aspect of the mobile disinfection unit has been designed from a safety and ease of
operation point of view.

Mobile units can be easily transported from building to building and from room to room for
continuous disinfection or emergency response.
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Polycarbonate Screens
Not just bug proof - also shatter proof
When we were first asked to supply a
solution for partition screens it wasn't
enough that a screen simply halted
pathogens. It had to be built with food
safety in mind too.
That meant it had to be;
•

Shatterproof. We use the same
material as police riot shields.

•

Stainless steel

•

Captive metal fixings

•

Portable

The screen can be deployed between
personnel on a production line or
vertically and horizontally between
workstations.
The screen has been used as a wind
barrier in al fresco settings as it will
not fracture if knocked down.
Retail butchers are typical users in
internal settings.
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ASK US ABOUT



UV CABINETS



KNIFE CAGES



UV SAW STERILISERS



TOUCHLESS TAPS



BESPOKE PROJECTS
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Case studies
Everest Dairies
Everest is a traditional company well known for its quality and
innovation. It has been a family run company established since
1997, and is now proudly part of Vibrant Foods Ltd. However, the
tradition of making dairy products has been with the business for
many generations, and its paneer product has been perfected
over time.
Always looking seriously at hygiene and food safety, Everest was
looking at technologies to replace its ageing air filter system
which was showing signs of corrosion and the electrostatic filters
were reaching the end of life.
They approached UV Safe for an up-to-date UV system, and we
supplied the AIRsteril Ultimate SA units to the high care
production and packing areas.
The results
The AIRsteril units proved to be extremely effective in
maintaining low levels of surface and microbial contamination.
Being made of stainless steel and glass safe this was a significant
improvement on the previous system, highlighting their ongoing
commitment to food safety.
Because AIRsteril works 24 hours a day and is constantly killing
both airborne and surface bacteria without any requirement for
breaks in production, Everest was able to go forward with
confidence.
The AIRsteril technology has been endorsed 100% by the Everest
Dairies technical team and directors.
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Cherryfield of Croydon
As one of the UK’s leading pork processors, Cherryfield of Croydon
is always looking for ways to improve the safety and quality of its
products.
In 2017, after researching ways to eliminate steam condensation
on walls from its water sterilisers and having looked at several
systems, Cherryfield chose our UV Knife Sterilisers, opting for two
Sterimiser® 3SC units for their as robustness and designed ability
to cope in a harsh environment.
The client also wanted to improve food safety with an air
purification system.
The results
Cherryfield’s original hot water knife sterilisers used a 2000watt
heating element to maintain water at 82oC and was consuming a
phenomenal amount of electricity, so installing the UV Safe 30watt
Sterimiser® helped the business significantly increase its energy
efficiency.
The units have worked really well over the past four years, and the
business has now upgraded to the Sterimiser DVS with the built in
programmable wash. Cherryfield recently purchased an extra
seven units for its brand new factory.
The client is pleased with the effectiveness of the UV steriliser
units, which have been verified by their own testing. The AIRsteril
Air purification system from UV Safe was tested and proven to
reduce airborne and surface bacteria, so were installed to reduce
bacteria in the air, on the cutting line and on carcass meat.
Cherryfield’s own testing showed great results ensuring it
maintains best practice and continues to deliver a safe end
product.
At the beginning of 2020, as Coronavirus was spreading in the UK,
and the papers started reporting outbreaks in meat factories, as
part of its COVID-19 response Cherryfield purchased additional Air
purification units.
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Unit 33 Maitland Road,
Lion Barn Industrial Estate,
Needham Market,

IP6 8NZ
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1449 258489

@UVSafeLtd

www.uv-safe.co.uk
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